The e ects of the vertex push operation (when a vertex is pushed, the direction of each of its incident arcs is reversed) on the connectivity of tournaments are studied. It is shown that there exists an n k such that any tournament with n vertices, n n k , can be made kstrongly connected using pushes, for any k 1. These results imply, for example, that su ciently large tournaments can be made to have an exponential number of Hamiltonian cycles using pushes and can be made Hamiltonian-connected using pushes.
Introduction
The e ects of the vertex push operation on the connectivity of tournaments are studied. When a vertex is pushed, the orientation of each of its incident arcs is reversed. When a subset, S, of vertices in a digraph D = (V; A) is pushed, all arcs between S and A ? S are reversed and all other arcs are unchanged. Vertex pushing has been studied previously by Fisher and Ryan 1], who study the operation in tournaments and count the number of non-isomorphic equivalence classes of tournaments that the push operation induces. Klostermeyer and Solt es 2-3] study the operation in tournaments, multipartite tournaments and in powers of graphs with particular emphasis on graphs that are cyclable, that is, graphs such that all orientations can be pushed so as to have a Hamiltonian cycle. Additional results on the push operation can be found in Mosesian 5] , , and MacGillivray and 1 < < 2, since Thomassen showed that 2-connected tournaments have at De ne (k) to be equal to the smallest integer n such that all tournaments with at least n vertices can be made k-connected using pushes.
Some bounds are given for this function and further study is suggested. It is shown in 2, Theorem 4] that all tournaments with at least ve vertices can be made strongly connected (and thus Hamiltonian) using pushes and that there exist tournaments with four vertices that cannot be made strong, hence (1) = 5.
Preliminary Lemmas
Three lemmas that will be used to prove the mains results of the paper are stated in this section. We initially veri ed these using computer programs that performed exhaustive searches, however, we include traditional proofs of each in the appendix.
Lemma 1 Let T be a tournament with seven vertices. Then T can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Lemma 2 Let T be a 2-connected tournament with seven vertices. There exist two vertices, u and v, in T such that after u and v are pushed, T is still 2-connected.
Lemma 3 Let T be a tournament with nine vertices. Then T can be made 2-connected using pushes.
The following is a well-known property of directed graphs and will also be used later.
Fact 4 Let D be a 2-connected digraph. Add a new vertex, v, to D, creating a digraph, D 0 , in such a way that v dominates at least two vertices in D and is dominated by at least two vertices in D. Then D 0 is 2-connected. 3 
2-connectivity
In this section it is shown that all su ciently large tournaments can be 2-connected using pushes. In section four, we use methods similar to those employed in this section to extend this result to higher degrees of connectivity. It is worth noting that we found using a computer that there exist tournaments with fewer than seven and with eight vertices that cannot be made 2-connected using pushes.
Theorem 5 Any tournament T with seven, nine, or at least twelve vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: The proof is by induction on n, the number of vertices in T. The base cases, n = 7 and n = 9, are handled by Lemmas 1 and 3, respectively. The basic idea of the proof is to decompose T into subtournaments each of which can be made 2-connected. By treating each subtournament as a single \super-vertex," we make the tournament induced by the super-vertices 2-connected (or in some cases just strongly connected) and show that this yields the desired result.
To rst illustrate the general technique, we assume that n 49 is a power of seven and show in Proposition 6 that all tournaments with at least 49 vertices can be made 2-connected. Subsequently, we show that all tournament with 42 vertices can be made 2-connected (Lemma 7), all tournaments with at least 41 vertices can be made 2-connected ( Lemma 8) , and that all tournaments with 16, 14, and 12 vertices can be made 2-connected (Lemmas 9, 10, 11, respectively). We combine the results and show that all tournaments with at least twelve vertices can be made 2-connected in Proposition 12.
Proposition 6 Any tournament T with n 49 vertices where n is a power of seven can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: Partition the vertex set of T into subtournaments of order 7 k each, T 1 ; : : :; T 7 . If T i has exactly seven vertices, uses pushes to make it 2-connected. Otherwise, recursively decompose each T i and make T i 2-connected using the method described below, which creates a 2-connected tournament from 2-connected subtournaments.
Once each T i has been made 2-connected, de ne an auxiliary tournament, T , on seven vertices, v 1 ; : : :; v 7 , as follows. Each vertex, v i 2 V (T ) is called a super-vertex and corresponds to part T i . If v i and v j are supervertices created from parts T i and T j , respectively, construct an arc, called a super-arc, between v i and v j which is oriented in the direction in which there are a maximum number of independent arcs between vertices in T i and T j . In the event of a tie, orient the super-arc according to the direction of the majority of arcs between vertices in T i and T j (this only matters later, when we allow parts that contain only one vertex). Now push super-vertices so that T is a 2-connected tournament with seven vertices. Let P be the set of vertices pushed in T to make it 2-connected. For each super-vertex v i 2 P, push all the vertices in T i . This does not change the fact that T i is 2-connected, if jV (T i )j 7.
By the construction of T , there are at least four independent arcs in T corresponding to (and oriented in the same direction as) each super-arc in T . Since T is now 2-connected, we claim T is 2-connected when the procedure terminates. To see this, let u; w be two vertices in T ? v, where v is any vertex in V (T). If u and w are in the same part T i , then since T i is 2-connected, there will be a uw path and a wu path in T ? v. So suppose u 2 V (T i ) and w 2 V (T j ); i 6 = j. Since T is a tournament, assume there is a uw arc. We must show there is a wu path, P. There is a super path in T , say T j ; T 1 ; T 2 ; : : :; T i , using super-arcs since T is 2-connected. As each super-arc in T corresponds to at least four independent arcs in T, we can choose a vertex w j 2 V (T j ) and a vertex v 1 1 2 V (T 1 ) such that w j dominates v 1 1 , even if v lies in one of T j ; T 1 (since v's deletion can destroy at most one arc from which the super-arc T j ! T 1 was created). We construct P starting at w, walking to w j within part T j (which is possible since T j is 2-connected) then walking to v 1 1 . Next select a pair of vertices v 1 k 2 V (T 1 ); v 2 1 2 V (T 2 ), such that v 1 k dominates v 2 1 . We then append to P paths v 1 1 : : :v 1 k (which must exist since T 1 is 2-connected) and v 1 k v 2 1 and continue in this fashion until P reaches u. 2
This same technique for making T 2-connected works if n can be written as a sum of orders of tournaments that can be made 2-connected. That is, if n is odd and not a power of seven or nine, decompose T into m parts, P 1 ; P 2 ; : : :; P m where m is such that we know all tournaments with m vertices can be made 2-connected and each P r is such that jV (P r )j is either equal to one or is such that we know all tournaments with jV (P r )j vertices can be made 2-connected. For example, consider n = 21. In this case, partition T into seven subtournaments with 7, 9, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1 vertices respectively, yielding an auxiliary tournament with seven super-vertices, which can be made 2-connected after the parts with seven and nine vertices are each made 2-connected.
Coping with Singleton Parts
In cases such as n = 21 there may exist parts (i.e. super-vertices) that correspond to exactly one vertex of T, but this does not cause any problems when arguing that the resulting graph is 2-connected. That is, consider the tournament T ?v for some vertex v where each part of T is either 2-connected or a singleton part and T , the tournament formed from the super-vertices, is 2-connected. Let u; w be two vertices in T ? v. If u and w are in the same part T i , then since T i is 2-connected, there will be a uw path and a wu path in T ? v. So suppose u 2 V (T i ) and w 2 V (T j ); i 6 = j. Since T is a tournament, assume there is a uw arc. We must show there is a wu path, P. There is a super-path in T , say T j ; T 1 ; T 2 ; : : :; T i , using super-arcs since T is 2-connected. If v is a singleton part, the argument proceeds as in Proposition 6, being sure to nd a super-path in T that avoids v, which exists since T is 2-connected. If w or u are singleton parts, the argument also proceeds as in Proposition 6, since w must have outdegree at least two and u indegree at least two in T (and in T ) and since only one vertex, v, was deleted (thus for example, using the notation of Proposition 6 we can let w j = w and v 1 1 equal a vertex dominated by w in T ? v). Otherwise, we can construct the wu path in T ? v as in Proposition 6. It is important to note that in this case the wu path formed from the super-path T j ; T 1 ; T 2 ; : : :; T i , where w 2 T j and u 2 T i , may possibly pass through a singleton part. But this is not a problem because we orient orient super-arcs between a part T q and a singleton part T x = x according to the direction of the majority of arcs between vertices in T q and vertex x. Thus, when forming the wu path from the super-path, should we traverse a super-arc in the super-path from T q to T x where v 2 T q , we will be able to nd an arc in T ?v from a vertex in T q to x.
Further details on the decomposition are given in Lemma 8. We rst show that all tournaments with 42 vertices can be made 2-connected.
Lemma 7 Any tournament T with n = 42 vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: Decompose T into six parts each with seven vertices. Make each part 2-connected. De ne an auxiliary tournament, T , with six vertices, as above. Use pushes to make this auxiliary tournament have a Hamiltonian cycle, which is possible from Theorem 4 of 2]. Since super-arcs exist in the auxiliary tournament if and only if there are at least four independent arcs in the same direction between vertices in two partitions, we can see that T is 2-connected, using the same argument as in Proposition 6. 2 Similar decompositions into six parts (each of which can be made 2-connected) are appropriate for certain other even values of n, such as n = 56, which can be decomposed into parts of size 13, 13, 9, 7, 7, 7. Of course, for decompositions into six parts, no part may be just a single vertex. Likewise, we can utilize decompositions into ve parts.
A simple lemma resolves the situation for remaining large values of n and subsequent lemmas handle small values of n not considered in Lemma Thus at least eight of the nine vertices not in T 7 dominate exactly one vertex in T 7 . By the pigeonhole principle, there must be two vertices, x; y = 2 V (T 7 ) such that x and y both have an arc directed to the same vertex in V (T 7 ). Assume without loss of generality this is vertex v 7 . But then x; y must each have outdegree zero to the combined set v 1 ; : : :; v 6 and the previous case applies. 2
Lemma 9 also implies all tournaments with seventeen vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes, since we can nd a subtournament with eight vertices that can be made 2-connected, and then create an auxiliary tournament with nine vertices.
Lemma 10 Let T be a tournament with 14 vertices. Then T can be made 2-connected using the push operation.
Proof: We use the same notation as in the previous lemma. Let the seven vertices not in T 7 induce subtournament T a = (V a ; A a ). Push vertices in T a so that there is a (directed) perfect matching from T 7 to T a as in Figure 1 . Now push vertices in T a so that it forms a 2-connected subtournament. Note that at most three vertices had to be pushed to make T a 2-connected, as pushing a subset of vertices V 1 V a has the same e ect as pushing V a ? V 1 . Thus there exist two vertices, x 1 and x 2 , in T a that were not pushed. Thus x 1 and x 2 each have at least one arc directed to vertices in T 7 after pushing the vertices in T a (and these two arcs are independent). If either x 1 or x 2 dominate at least two vertices in T 7 , we can apply the argument of Lemma 7 to make T 2-connected, since we could then produce an eight vertex 2-connected subtournament and six single vertices. Otherwise, the arcs in Figure 1 labeled e 1 ; e 2 ; e 3 ; e 4 must still be oriented as in Figure 1 , in which case T is in fact 2-connected, since T a and T 7 are 2-connected and there are two independent arcs from vertices in T 7 to T a and two independent arcs from vertices in T a to T 7 . 2
The technique of Lemma 10 can be used to show that tournaments with eighteen vertices can be made 2-connected, by using nine vertices rather than seven in the argument.
Lemma 11 Let T be a tournament with 12 vertices. Then T can be made 2-connected using the push operation.
Proof: Partition the vertex set of T into six non-empty parts, one with seven vertices which induces the subtournament T 7 . Denote the remaining vertices w 1 ; : : :; w 5 . Push vertices so that T 7 is 2-connected. Let u and v be two vertices in T 7 described in Lemma 2. Assume u ! v. Create uv and w i be oriented the same as the arc between v and w i . Now make the auxiliary tournament 2-connected using pushes. It is now claimed T is 2-connected. We claim T ? x is strongly connected for any vertex x. There are four simple cases depending on x: whether x = u, x = v, x is one of the s 5 vertices, or x is one of the w i vertices.
Case 11.1 Suppose x is one of the vertices of V (T 7 ) ? fu; vg that contributes to s 5 . Each vertex in T 7 still has a path to each other vertex in T 7 , due to Lemma 2 and the 2-connectivity of T 7 . That is, when we made T 2-connected, either all the vertices of T 7 were pushed, or just u and v were pushed, or just V (T 7 ) ? fu; vg were pushed, in any case T 7 will still be a Case 11.3 Suppose x = u. T 7 ? x is strong since T 7 is 2-connected. The rest of the argument is similar to Case 11.2.
Case 11.4 Suppose x = v. Observe that T ? uv is strongly connected.
Therefore, it remains to show that u has a path to and is reachable from every vertex in V (T) ? v. Since T 7 is 2-connected, T 7 ? v is strongly connected, i.e. u has a path to/from each vertex in V (T 7 )?v. From these facts, it follows that T ? v is strongly connected. 2 Proposition 12 Any tournament with seven, nine, or at least twelve vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: The previous lemmas and discussion can be used to show that every tournament of order n, 12 n 42, can be made 2-connected, As stated in the introduction, this theorem implies tournaments can be made to have an exponential number of Hamiltonian cycles, albeit with a \small" base and exponent. We make the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 Any tournament with n 6 vertices can be made to have at least f(n) = n! h(n) Hamiltonian cycles using the push operation for some function h(n) 2 o(n!).
One reasonable choice for f(n) might be (n?1)! 2 n , since that is the expected number of Hamiltonian cycles in a (random) tournament 9]. We have veri ed by computer that all tournaments with ve vertices can be made to have at least one Hamiltonian cycle, all tournaments with six vertices can be made to have at least three Hamiltonian cycles and that all tournaments with seven vertices can be made to have at least twelve Hamiltonian cycles.
Higher Connectivity Results
Our goal in this section is to establish that (k) is nite for all positive values of k. That is, we show that we can make su ciently large tournaments k-connected for any positive k. Di erent techniques may be needed to con rm our belief that (k) grows much more slowly than the proof of Theorem 13 implies.
Theorem 13 For every positive integer k there exists an integer n k such that every tournament T with at least n k vertices can be made k-connected using the push operation.
Proof: The proof is by induction on k. The base cases, k = 1 and k = 2, were established in 2] and Theorem 5, respectively. Assume there exists an n k?1 such that every tournament with at least n k?1 vertices can be made (k ? 1)-connected using pushes. We show how to make all tournaments with at least 72(n k?1 ) 2 vertices k-connected. The basic idea of the proof is a recursive decomposition technique similar to that of Theorem 5. After describing the basics of the decomposition, we state a proposition which gives su cient conditions for a tournament (with a given decomposition) to be k-connected. We then show using two main cases that we can use pushes to make a su ciently large tournament satisfy those conditions. Then we claim T is k-connected, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 14 Let T be a tournament with at least n k = 72(n k?1 ) 2 vertices whose vertex set is partitioned into three major subtournaments, T 1 ; T 2 ; T 3 , with at least twelve base subtournaments in each, as described above. If each base subtournament is (k ? 1)-connected, the super-vertices induced by the base subtournaments in each major subtournament form a strongly connected tournament, each vertex in T dominates and is dominated by at least one vertex in a base other than its own, there are at least k independent arcs directed from vertices in T 1 to vertices in T 2 , at least k independent arcs directed from vertices in T 2 to vertices in T 3 , and at least k independent arcs directed from vertices in T 3 to vertices in T 1 Let T yz be a base subtournament such that y 6 = i and y 6 = a. Speci cally, we want to choose T yz to be a base subtournament such that should we push all the vertices in T yz , each vertex in T will dominate a vertex and be dominated by a vertex in a base other than their own. We claim that . That is, it could be that p's only outgoing (or incoming) arcs from vertices not in its base are from vertices in T yz and that pushing all the vertices in T yz causes p to have all incoming arcs (outgoing arcs) to vertices not in its base. Thus we say T yz would spoil p. But observe that if T yz would spoil p, then no other base can spoil p. Thus because of the large number of bases, at least 12n k?1 , in T y , we can nd a base T yz that spoils no vertex. In other words, because of the degree properties of u; v, the only bases that can possibly contain vertices that can be spoiled are T i j and T a b . But for each vertex that can be spoiled, there is only one base that can spoil it. This is because for a base B to spoil a vertex p, all p 0 s outgoing (without loss of generality) arcs must be directed toward vertices in V (B), implying p has incoming arcs from vertices in every other base. Since the total number of bases far exceeds the number of vertices in any two bases, there must be a base that spoils no vertex. Now push all the vertices in T yz . After this pushing, T y is still strongly connected (that is, T y is a strong tournament with at least twelve supervertices), since T y was 2-connected prior to pushing all the vertices in T yz . Recall that each super-arc in T 3 was oriented according to the majority direction of at least 24n k?1 independent arcs. Thus we say that each super- Now every other vertex in T has an incoming arc and an outgoing arc to a vertex in another base subtournament, each base is still (k ?1)-connected, and each major subtournament is strongly connected. Since we have a \cy-cle" C of length three among the three major subtournaments where each arc in C corresponds to at least 8n k?1 > k independent arcs of T, by Proposition 14, we have that T is k-connected.
Case 13.2 As in Case 13.1, we assume there is a vertex v 2 V (T i j ) such that every vertex in V (T) ? V (T i j ) dominates v. Contrary to Case 13.1, suppose every vertex u = 2 V (T i j ) is dominated by at least one vertex in a base other than its own. Each such u dominates v. We claim there is a base subtournament T xy such that by pushing every vertex in T xy , Proposition 14 will be satis ed and thus T will be k-connected. Call such a base a good base. Suppose to the contrary that there are no good bases.
Denote by A = fA 1 ; : : :; A z g, where z 4n k?1 ?2, the set of bases that can spoil a vertex in V (T i j ). Note that no base can spoil v and each vertex in V (T i j ) (in fact, each vertex in V (T)) can be spoiled by at most one base. This is because if a base T yz spoils a vertex u, it is the case that all of u's incoming arcs (or outgoing arcs) are directed from vertices in V (T yz ) (to vertices in V (T yz )). Therefore u has outgoing arcs to (incoming arcs from) vertices in every other base. Denote by A 0 the set of bases that would spoil a vertex in a base in A. Then This completes the proof of Theorem 13. 2 
Summary
As stated in the introduction, (k) is the smallest integer n such that all tournaments with n or more vertices can be make k-connected using the vertex push operation. Obviously (k) To prove the conjecture one must only show that all tournaments with ten and eleven vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes. Some evidence for this conjecture comes from the fact the we have found (using a computer) that all bipartite tournaments with twelve vertices and six vertices in each part can be made 2-connected using pushes. Thus tournaments on twelve vertices have many more arcs than necessary to achieve 2-connectedness. Furthermore, roughly 78% of the bipartite tournaments on ten vertices (with ve vertices in each part) can be made 2-connected using pushes. 
Appendix
The following lemma concerns score sequences of 2-connected tournaments.
Lemma 15 Let T be a tournament on seven vertices with score sequence equal to one of the following: < 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 4 >; < 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4; 4 >; < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 >; < 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3 >. Then T is 2-connected unless it is has score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 > and is isomorphic to two disjoint 3-cycles, C 1 ; C 2 , separated by a cut-vertex v: that is, v dominates each vertex on C 1 , is dominated by each vertex on C 2 and each vertex on C 1 dominates each vertex on C 2 .
Proof: Since T is 2-connected, it has no cut-vertex. First suppose T is strong but not 2-connected. Then T has a cut-vertex, v, whose deletion partitions T into two or more strong components. Since one component of T ? v must have at most three vertices, the statement of the lemma follows, as there would be but one way to produce one of the indicated score sequences. If T is not strong, consider the strong component, C, corresponding to the \sink" in the (acyclic) tournament induced by the strong components (each strong component corresponds to one vertex in the component tournament). For T to have one the the indicated score sequences, C must have at least ve vertices (in order for each vertex in C to have score at least two). It follows that T must have a vertex of score at least ve and thus does not have one of the desired score sequences. 2 Lemma 1 Any tournament, T, with seven vertices can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: Since all tournaments with seven vertices can be made strongly connected 2, Theorem 4], let us assume T is strong and not 2-connected. That is, T has a cut-vertex, v. We consider ve cases depending on the the number of strong components in T ? v, which can be at most six. Case 1.1 T ? v has two strong components. Then each component is a 3-cycle and thus T must have score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 > (as described in the previous lemma). Pushing one vertex on each 3-cycle makes T 2-connected, with score sequence < 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 4 >. Case 1.2 T ? v has three strong components. Then one strong component, C 1 , has four vertices and two components consist of a single vertex each, y i and z. Assume without loss of generality that each vertex on C 1 dominates y and z and that y dominates z. Since C 1 is strong, it is vertex pancyclic. Thus there is a vertex, q in C 1 such that C 1 is still strong after q is pushed. So let us push q. This makes T 2-connected unless v initially had outdegree less than or equal to two and v dominated q. In this event, we push w, the vertex in C 1 that is not on the 3-cycle in C 1 that q is on, instead of q. This makes T 2-connected unless v initially had outdegree two (i.e. v initially dominated q and w). But in this case pushing y (instead of q or w) makes T 2-connected, having score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 > in which a score two vertex (either w or q) dominates a score four vertex (one of the other two vertices from C 1 ). Case 1.3 T ?v has four strong components. Then one strong component, C 1 , has three vertices and three components consist of a single vertex each, x; y and z. Assume without loss of generality that each vertex on C 1 dominates x; y and z; that x dominates y and z; and that y dominates z (we can push vertices if necessary to achieve this con guration). Then z must dominate v and v must dominate at least one vertex on C 1 . We rst try pushing y. This makes T 2-connected unless it causes v to have outdegree one (if v initially dominated y and one vertex on C 1 ), or indegree one (if v initially dominated y, x, and all the vertices on C 1 ). But in either of these cases, pushing x and z makes T 2-connected. Lemma 2 Let T be a 2-connected tournament with seven vertices. There exist two vertices, u and v, in T such that after u and v are pushed, T is still 2-connected.
Proof: Suppose there is not such a pair of vertices. Note that it is not possible for the vertex of score four to have a disjoint out-neighborhood from a vertex of score three, nor may two vertices of score four have disjoint out-neighborhoods. We consider the all the possible score sequences of a 2-connected tournament T (as given in Lemma 15) and utilize Lemma 12 to derive contradictions or to help us identify vertices to push. Case 2.1 T has score sequence < 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3 >. Pushing two vertices with disjoint neighborhoods creates a tournament with score sequence < 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 4 >, which is 2-connected. Case 2.2 T has score sequence < 2; 3; 3; 3; 3; 3; 4 >. If there exist two vertices of score three with disjoint out-neighborhoods, pushing them yields a tournament with score sequence < 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4; 4 >, which is 2-connected. So suppose each pair of vertices with score three have a common out-neighbor. We analyze subcases depending on which pair of vertices have disjoint outneighborhoods. Subcase 2.2.1 Suppose the vertex with score four, u4, has disjoint outneighborhood from the vertex with score two, u2, and u4 dominates u2. Then pushing u4 and u2 yields a tournament in which all vertices have score three. On the other hand, suppose u2 dominates u4. Let 5 . Any vertex w = 2 fu2; u3; y; z; v 5 g that has score three must dominate v 5 , so w cannot dominate y and z. If w = 2 fu2; u3; y; z; v 5 g is a vertex that has score four, it cannot be dominated by both y and z since it is dominated by one of fu2; u3g. Therefore a suitable y and z exist that can be pushed to maintain 2-connectivity. 3 , respectively, then pushing v 1 and v 3 yields a 2-connected tournament with score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 >, as a score three vertex (u3) will dominates a score two vertex (u2). On the other hand, it may be that u3 dominates two score three (or two score four) vertices. In either case there exists a score four vertex dominating a score three vertex other than u3. In fact, one of the score four vertices must dominate two score three vertices (not including u3). Thus we push the score four vertex that dominates two score three vertices (not including u3) and the score three vertex (not equal to u3) that is dominated the score three vertex that is not equal to u3. This creates a tournament with an appropriate score sequence, which has at least two score three vertices (u3 and the score four vertex that was pushed).
To conclude this subcase, it may be that both u3 and u2 are dominated by a score three vertex, v 5 If the score three vertex dominates all the score two vertices, then the score four vertices must lie on a 3-cycle, which implies each score two vertex dominates exactly one score four vertex. But in this case, either a) there exists be a score four vertex that dominates, and has disjoint out-neighborhood from, a score two vertex (this is the case if a score two vertex, a, dominates a score four vertex, x and a dominates score two vertex b, b dominates score four vertex y, and x dominates y) or b) each score four vertex has a common out-neighbor with each score two vertex. In which case, pushing a score four and score three vertex yields a tournament with score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 > in which a score two vertex (that which was initially the score three vertex) dominates a score two vertex (the score four vertex that was initially dominated by the score four vertex we pushed).
So assume the score three vertex, u3, is dominated by score two vertex, a, and score four vertex z, and u3 dominates score two vertex, c, and score four vertex, x. Pushing x and a yields a 2-connected tournament with at least two score three vertices (a and u3) unless c dominates x. In this event, y and z (the other score four vertices) each dominate c and a. And it also implies x dominates b, y and z. Assuming without loss of generality that y dominates z, we have that z dominates b and u3. If b dominates u3, then b and x have disjoint out-neighborhoods, so assume that u3 dominates b, which implies b dominates y and y dominates u3. In this case, pushing z and u3 yields a 2-connected tournament with score sequence < 2; 2; 2; 3; 4; 4; 4 > with a score two vertex, y, dominating a score four vertex, c. 2 viii Lemma 3 Let T be a tournament with nine vertices. Then T can be made 2-connected using pushes.
Proof: Let u and v be two arbitrary vertices from T. From Lemma 1, we can make the tournament induced by the vertex set V (T) ? fu; vg, T 7 , 2-connected using pushes. So let us assume that the subtournament induced by V (T 7 ) is 2-connected and let S = fy; zg be the two vertices in V (T 7 ) that satisfy Lemma 2. If each of u; v dominate at least two vertices V (T 7 ) and are dominated by at least two vertices in V (T 7 ), we are done, by Fact 4. So suppose this is not the case. Assume that u dominates v. The following cases are considered. In the case analysis, we shall often say for shorthand, \push either the vertices in S or the vertices in V (T 7 ) ? S" and by this we mean that pushing the vertices in one of these two sets will make T 2-connected. Exactly which set one must push to make T 2-connected will depend on whether, for example, v dominates a vertex in S or a vertex in V (T 7 ) ? S. As this would be obvious from T, we omit the simple details specifying which of these two sets to push in the case analysis, save for the rst time the situation arises, in Case 3.3, below. 2 S, pushing the vertices in S makes T 2-connected. Case 3.4 Suppose v has outdegree one and u has outdegree one Then pushing either the vertices in S or V (T 7 ) ? S will make T 2-connected. Case 3.5 Suppose v dominates exactly one vertex in V (T 7 ), u dominates exactly one vertex in V (T 7 ). We would like to push either the vertices in S or V (T 7 ) ? S. However, this does not su ce if both u and v dominate a vertex in S (otherwise it does make T 2-connected). But in this case, pushing u results in the tournament described in Case 3.2.
Case 3.6 Suppose v dominates exactly one vertex, w, in V (T 7 ), w 2 S, u dominates exactly ve vertices in V (T 7 ), and u dominates each vertex in V (T 7 ) ? S. Then pushing v S makes T 2-connected. Case 3.7 Suppose v has outdegree zero and u has outdegree two. Then pushing either the vertices in S or V (T 7 ) ? S will make T 2-connected. ix Case 3.8 Suppose v has outdegree zero and u has outdegree greater than two. If the outdegree of u is greater than ve, then the case is similar to Case 3.7 or Case 3.1. So assume outdegree(u)=5. But again, pushing either the vertices in S or in V (T 7 ) ? S will make T 2-connected. Case 3.9 Suppose v has outdegree one and u has outdegree greater than one. If the outdegree of u is greater than ve, then the case is similar to Case 3.4, Case 3.5, or Case 3.6. If the outdegree of u is ve, then pushing either the vertices in S or V (T 7 ) ? S will make T 2-connected. Case 3.10 Suppose v has outdegree seven. Then pushing S or V (T 7 ) ? S will make T 2-connected.
The remaining cases are symmetrical to the cases described above, with indegree and outdegree in reverse roles to the above (in these cases v has indegree and outdegree at least two and we focus on the score of of u). 2
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